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Abstract: The aim of this research is to analyze parallel
implementation of BSC as a strategic management system
and quality management system by the principals of ISO
9000 certification. We will analyze advantages and
disadvantages of the models. Further more, the research
will analyze cumulative advantages of the two systems
implementation. The research will present possibilities for
BSC implementation in QMS environment, underlining the
processes. We will put the accent on improvement of firm’s
effectiveness by Strategic Management System (BSC) and
Quality Management System’s implementation.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Each firm has to pay attention on its
development and to wide its aims out of
financial ones to survive and then to get bigger
market share. If the firm with those
perspectives defines its strategic direction of
development, the next step will be oriented on
effective implementation of strategy that orients
employees to concentrate their activities on
objective realization. Further more, the strategy
defined like that will permit to employees to
measure activities for long term.
For environment with those needs,
experts developed strategic management
system - Balanced Scorecard which was in the
first place created as a system for measurement,
and like this it presented resolution for
performance measurement. During the time,
this system was transformed from measurement
tool into the “strategic management system”.
This system is used to define strategy as set of
activities, which will help firm to adopt its
business on market changes.
Furthermore, to improve its business
firm adopts also ISO 9000 standards. This
standard presents the best business practice in
the world. Quality management system by the

principals of ISO 9001 includes realization of
well define standards’ requirements. This will
result by firm’s certification as a public “price”
for the results obtained. One of the conditions
for receiving ISO 9001 certification is the
procedure respection inside the firm.

2.

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
(BSC AND ISO 9001)

BSC is one very complex system for
managing which serves for firm’s performance
measurment using four balanced perspectives
(financial perspective, customer perspective,
business process perspective and learning and
growth perspective) and realises continual
improvment of objectives and values
reachment. BSC helps firm concerning
following direction /1/:



Effective measurment of firm performance
Increase of non-material property. It was
showed that 75 % of values inside firm
were created by non-material property of
BSC. Non material property of BSC
presents methods for control, noting and
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complete use of all basic principales that
are neccessary for success.

Implementation of defined strategy.
From the image 1 we can clearly
note that BSC presents the core of the
management system of one firm, because it
balances, supports and provides mutual
correlation between key management processes
and orient them on defined strategy.
Firms today make the business in very dynamic
environment, so it is impossible that the
strategy that is defined only one time is used for
realization of objectives, and that it includes
activities with new strategy creation. This
single loop process can not be adequate for the

modern firms. Because of that they use
strategic feedback- system that will make
possible control, strategy changing based on the
established hypotheses. This double loop
process make possible check up and
verification of already established approach,
and gives the image concerning the necessary
strategy changes on the base of the new
approach, monitoring and experience. BSC
creates very good system of double loop, with
which strategy could be tested, noted and
changed. Following this way firm will be
directed on every day improvement and
measurement of this improvement.

Figure 1 BSC as a management system /2,3,27/
Only way to implement strategy successfully is
to assure that all employees understand and act
along with this strategy on all levels of the firm.
Cascade downing of BASK model presents
transmitting
the
objectives
throughout
hierarchy of the firm and permitting to all
employees to understand in which way their
every day activities will help to realization of
firm’s established strategy. Using this cascade
downing of the strategy, firm creates views of
all employees concerning their activities that
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will help to realization of objectives.
During cascade downing of objectives it is very
good to use principle /21/. This principle argues
that if the lower level objectives are realized,
the higher level objectives are also realizedeven if usually the objectives from lower levels
have no common points with those of higher
levels.
We can notice that the cascade approach is
directly connected with communication
process. This process is very important both for
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BSC and ISO 9001 certification because it
represents good base for development of double
loop communication between levels, all aiming
to define strategy, but at the same time to
improve firm’s performance.
On the other side, firm with ISO 9000
certification is seen throughout processes that
are necessary to be documented by the demand
of standards, and that mutually formulate
network by their customer oriented entrance
and exists. Firms that are based their business
on the ISO 9001 certification receive necessary
conditions for flexibility and adoption for new
changes.
Many studies are based on the
advantages and disadvantages of quality
management system inside the firm. Literature
review /4, 5, 6, 7, 8,.../ indicates that quality
management system underlines too much the
importance of documentation and varieties of
procedures and does not give too much results
relating firm’s performance improvement. In
this case, the standard could be seen as an
obstacle for creativity and innovativeness of
employees / 28/.

It is well known /9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14/ that firm
adopt ISO 9001 certification as a marketing
advantage, suppliers pressure or customer, but
not because of performance and business
improvement. There are rapports that ISO 9000
adoption represents only the alibi for the
managers that they act in direction of business
improvement.
Still the majority of researchers /15,
16, 17, 18,.../ indicate the advantages of ISO
9001 certification especially in the part of nonbalance. Further more, /19/ imply that ISO
9000 can improve business performance.
Relating to /20/ we can see the advantages of
ISO 9001 throughout 4 perspectives identical
with those of BSC:

Employees

Processes

Costumers

Finance
This research indicates that the individual
advantages by each perspective equal to 50 %
improvement by the standard.

Figure 2 PDCA cycle included in BSC and QMS
Moreover, we can conclude that by respecting
the approach of standard one firm can
significantly improve performance in all
spheres, even in those financial ones. It
underlines that the standard increase customer
satisfaction and decrease the number of nonbalances, what present two points that are

present in their mutual correlation / 23/.
Thre is no dout that QMS and BSC have
the same objective - the improvement of firm's
performance. The way to reach this objective is
different for two systems. QMS implementation
drives to custumer satisfaction and than to
whole firm's performance. BSC demand better
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understanding of critical success factors with
other approach along with measurment in its
area /24/.

3. COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS OF BSC AND
QMS
Comparison of those two images (image
2) we can notice that Deming’s cycle presents
the base of both. Moreover BSC is focused on
results than QMS, still it is reserved to the
question does real strategy implement along
with strategic objectives that present core for
firm’s improvement /32/
BSC is compatible with QMS but from BSC’s
point of view, QMS has disadvantages
concerning managing firm’s strategy /1/. On
the other side, from QMS point of view
disadvantages of BSC is that it is not enough
custumer-oriented.
BSC is compatible with QMS but
from BSC’s point of view, QMS has
disadvantages concerning managing firm’s
strategy /1/. On the other side, from QMS
point of view disadvantages of BSC is that it is
not enough custumer-oriented. BSC is based on
cause-effect value link where the core
supposition is that with activities of one part of
chain impacts improvement of other segments.
Still the most important objectivies are related
to financial perspective. Cause-effect chain of
the firm is defined with strategic map which
expalin the link between their mutual effect.
This link explain how much employees
satisfaction is important for process
performance improvement. Furthermore, it
improves custumer satisfaction and all this

linkage
impacts
positevly
financial
performance of firm. The quality costs are
defined, more precisly investment in quality
impacts positevly financial results.
BSC
financial
perspective
presents objectives and custumer perspective is
just one part of the value chain, while with
QMS custumer is always the most important. It
does not analyze impact of custumer
satisfaction on firm’s financial objectives, but
the moto of firm is “ If we invest in
development, financial results will come“.
Correlation between the major
BSC segments and demands of ISO 9001
standards is presented in table 1.

Table 1.
BSC
Vision and Strategy
Customer
perspective

Internal process
perspective

Learning and growth
perspective
Financial
perspective

ISO 9001: 2000
5.3 Quality policy
5.4.1 Quality
objectives
5.2 Customer focus
7.2 Customer - related
processes
8.2.1 Customer
satisfaction
4.1 QMS - general
requirements
7. Product realization
8.2.3 Monitoring and
measurement
processes
6. Resource
management
Not specifically
addressed in the
standard.

Figure 3. Correlation between QMS and business management system
As we told for BSC, financial perspective is the
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most important one and presents the main
objectives. The rest of prespectives are defined
by financial one, and it is not explicitly defined
with standard. BSC is still oriented to
administrative points and gives the answer on
the question WHAT, and has a great linkage
with firm’s management that defines strategy,
downing cascadly objectives from the lowest
level, and monitores its realisation to the
objective of strategy innovation. Even if ISO
90001 (point 5.4.1Quality objectives) includes
that quality objectives have to be defined on the
certain functions and levels, QMS can present
disadvatages concerning connection with
business management system as it is presented
in the image 3 /31/.
Effectiveness and efficiency are
defined inside the processes. It is often
underlined inside ISO 9000 standard that long
term improvement of QMS depends on
effectiveness and efficiency of the processes
/33/ , still it is not indicated how it should be
measured.
Time for effectiveness is connected with firm’s
strategy and objectives what is resulted by that
strategy. Effectiveness in the firm can be
defined as a possibility for strategy realization
and achievement of planned results.
Effectiveness can be defined as a ”relationship
between results reached and investment /29/.
Traditional criteria for definition of
effectivness presents definition of financial
effectivness. In the modern literature, using
only financial effectivness is not enough.
Financial measures can not completly present
firm’s effectivness. Because of this it is
neccessary to define parallely measures that
impact directly or indirectly on financial results
and strategy realisation. The objective is to
produce high quality products with optimal
costs and custumer satisfaction. Firm’s
effectivness can be monitored trought
dimensions of effectivness that are discussed
inside BSC on the image 4 /29/.

Figure 4 Dimensions of effectiveness

Measures of effectiveness in BSC have to be
chosen to present how firm effectively reach
defined tasks. The basic control of processes
effectiveness throughout BSC is comparison
between present and past value measures /22/.
Measurement
of
strategy
effectiveness
throughout BSC is based on comparison
between present and planned value measures
and analysis of the reasons of retire. At the
same time it is possible to realize also a
comparative analysis of value measures relation
to one reference firm in sense of benchmarking
/ 29/.
ISO 9001 indicates (point 5.4.1 Quality
objectives) that “ Quality objectives have to be
measured and balanced with quality policy . “
On the other hand, it is well know that in
practice, little attention is paid on measurment
definition. Because of this BSC as a measure
management system can be very helpfull to
orient QMS in every day decision making on
the base of control of measures and objectives.
Those measures and objectives are created from
defined strategy that includes of course quality
objectives. By this way BSC can be very
important tool in processes effectiveness and
efficiency measurment inside the firm.

4. QMS IMPLEMENTATION IN
BSC ENVIRONMENT
Many large firms work with
measurment management system like BSC but
they usually act like this in QMS environment
what presents certain chalange because BSC
and QMS can have commun basic elements
/25/:

They are based on measurement,

They are focused on performance
improvement,

They are oriented on changes and
activities,

They are based on principle, learning
and feedback,

Long term success of models depends
on
management
decision
for
performance improvement,

Both are concentrated to cause, effect
and results.

Both follow process structure.
Relating to /26/ if firm has alredy
experiance with QMS, it is easier for firm to
implement BSC and to establish good way to
analyse problems concerning custumers and
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firm’s processes. Of course, there is firms that
implement first BSC and than they realised the
need for QMS.
Firms that are oriented to QMS
implementation will significantly improve
performance trought strategic frame of BSC
because it is like introduction for QMS
principales in new frame and like that improves
effectivness. In model of BSC, this is defined
with special perspective (internal process)
while whole QMS is based on process approach
and on mutual linkage of in-out processes. BSC
can identify which internal processes and in
which level of improvement coud be more
critical for firm’s strategic success. Following
this method, firm can indentify if it has to
orient process improvment on cost reduction,
quality improvement or time reduction. In
many firms, QMS program could impact on
financial and custumer performance but it is not
explicitly proven /1/.
Firms that are focused only on quality
do not connect those improvements directly
with results, concerning custumer and financial
perspectives, while BSC demands that this
linkage has to be explicit and measurable. The
elementary support of BSC is viewed as

articulisation of quality improvement trought
profit increase, increase of custumer numbers,
more precisly trought clear results on all
perspectives ( financial, custumer, inernal
processes, learning and growth).
In the image 5 we present in-out
processes elements balanced with QMS. Still it
is neccessary for each processes to define
supplementary objectives of the process
balanced with defined strategy. Also, it is
neccessary to define objectives and linkage
between them and other processes and elements
of strategic map of BSC. This way makes
possible definition of correlation of adequate
process with financial objectives, and not only
with custemers ones. Moreover, trought
strategic map with balanced strategic definition
firm can identify learning and growth elements
that improve significantly
processes
improvement. Moreover with analysis of
strategic map firm can clearly identify in which
level firm should improve employees capacity,
find neccessary resources... to reach neccessary
quality level, but at the same time to identify
whole impact of all elements on firm’s financial
results.

Figure 5 Correlation between Process approach and strategy map of BSC
Definition of measures and objectives for each
process is very important improvement
approach because things that are not measured
and without defined objectives can not be part
of systematic improvement. Strategic objectives
are connected with key processes. Eeach
processes have to have well defined values, for
each measures that are monitored, that are
balanced with strategic objectives and that are
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going down cascadicly to evry acter in certain
process.
This way, BSC creates pro-active
activities that are oriented to improvement what
is very important because some firms can
negativly understand ISO 9001 8.5.2 demands.
Pro-actives activities represent the the most
important motor for firm’s improvment while
corrective activities are used for system
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maintance.
On the other hand internal quality
audits are established to verify if QMS is
implemented and maintenced well (ISO 9000
8.2.2b) while the traditional internal audits are
focused on already existed processes that are
documented by procedures and not in fields that
drive to major changes. Many quality
procedures are writen with not adequate
attention on the major role of documentation
what from BSC point of view is completly
clear. The documentation will be used to
protect existing level of performance for any
individual measure in improvement direction
/30/. By control of BSC, internal audit can
realise strong objective, independent feedback
with whome it is possible to measure processes
effectiveness and efficiency and to define
direction of improvement.
ISO 9001 indictates that management
has to create all neccessary condtions for
development improvement following ISO 9001
certification and to maintance this system also
after implementation. BSC proves to
management that results reached are balanced
with investments.

5. CONCLUSION
Both systems BSC and QMS undeline
the custumer perspective and employees
satisfaction. Also, larning and growth have
certain role in two systems. Of course, boths
systems
improve
significantly
firm
performance, but using the different
approaches. BSC can be, without any dout, tool
that include QMS. As how BSC basicly

presents strategicly oriented system with clearly
define measurment objectives, this always can
for all activities give the answer Why and in
which direction. While QMS defines approach
of improvments in all business segments and
like this answer the question HOW.
Mesure of effectivness is essential
element of QMS process approach and the core
for long term improvement. It is realized
trought process analysis and quality noting
relating cost analysis. In the practice, quality
cost is raraly or almost never analised, so like
this BSC can be very good tool for noting
process of effectivness of the firm because
trought strategic map this system can check all
elemnst of firm's development relating to the
strategic and financial results. Moreover, not
only that BSC makes possible sistematic
monitoring of firm's succes, but more it
presents a well establish base for value system
creation, which represents at the same time the
motivation system for all employees.
Even, there exists opionins that
implementaion of one system will cancel need
for implementation of the other system, this
research shows trought advantages and
disadvantages of both systems, the importance
of simultaneous use of both systems. The
existance of one system inside the firm,
decrease significantly the time for the
implementation of other system. The reason for
this is that those two systems are completly
compatible, and each will full the gap of the
other system.
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